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Would be to Seek  
Ctrl c 
 
Both of these works employ methods common to acousmatic, electroacoustic music. According to 
this method, sounds are recorded and then taken into a composition studio where they are edited, 
transformed, processed and developed. As this process unfolds, materials and combined and 
considered in tandem, and larger formal structures begin to emerge. The piece is completed when 
those larger formal structures are combined to form a whole.  
 
In both of these cases, instrumental performers were recorded – as soloists and, in a few cases, 
ensembles – and this provided the primary materials for the works. Would be to Seek includes a 
number of string instruments; among other instruments, a string quartet was recorded as one of the 
source materials. Ctrl c also includes string instruments. However, recordings also included a solo 
flute and piano. In all cases, materials involved both traditional and non-traditional instrumental 
techniques, resulting in a broad palette of sound materials, particularly in terms of gestural and textural 
variety.  
 
Recorded instrumental sounds were explored using a range of different software processing 
technologies. However, the primary software was the Composer’s Desktop Project (CDP). Although it 
is not possible to list all of the various sound transformations in this document, the most commonly 
used sound processes were relatively straightforward, including: pitch-shifting, stretching, shrinking, 
and reversing. In all cases, the intention was to enable a degree of recognisability with the instrumental 
originals, albeit through the presentation of sound shapes, tones, timbres and gestures that are 
uncommon to those instruments. Curiously, much of the processing revealed a degree of noise that 
was difficult to hear in the original recordings; this was produced through blowing (flute), bowing 
(strings), striking (hammers) and other such instrumental techniques. In most cases, such noise is 
subsumed into the pitched materials. Through processing, however, pitch and noise start to separate, 
and this became a primary focal-point of the form; noise and pitch are initially fused (and would be 
expected in most forms of instrumental music), but are gradually explored independently, before 
reaching a state of co-dependence. This process suggested a larger-scale form in which multiple points 
of transition to/from pitch and noise were used as both small-scale sections within the piece, 
ultimately determining the larger-scale forms.  
 
Ctrl c relies more heavily on sustained pitched materials, whereas Would be to Seek explores more 
iterative, percussive ideas.  
 
 
 

 


